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Background. In a visual scene where multiple stimuli are present, some stimuli tend to be
particular effective at capturing and holding attention. Much recent evidence show that when
a stimulus or location is associated with reward, it becomes prioritized, and the allocation of
attention to that stimulus or location increases. We carried out the present study in order to
replicate Chelazzi et al. (2014) who showed that spatial priority maps can be modulated by
reward-based attentional learning. Objectives. The first aim of the study was to determine
whether monetary rewards associated with locations in space can alter attentional priority in a
non-strategic manner (i.e., during extinction), in the long-term (i.e., four days post-training),
and can generalize across specific task contexts. Our second aim was to identify
neurophysiological correlates of learning during the reward-based training by exploring ERPs
and pupil responses. Our last aim was to explore neurophysiological correlates of rewardbiased alterations in attentional priority. Methods. 32 participants took part in this
experiment. The experiment consisted of three distinct sessions: baseline, training, and test
(four days after training). The tasks were the same on baseline and test sessions
(discrimination visual search task), whereas a different task was used for the training session
(reward-based visual search task). Brain electrical activity was measured during all phases of
the experiment, while pupil responses were measured only during the training phase. Results.
Analysis of behavioral data revealed good and substantially improved performance for both
the training and baseline-test sessions. Moreover, electrophysiological data during training
showed evidence of reward-based learning which, in turn, was correlated with behavioral
improvement and attentional effort. Pupil data revealed a gradual decrease in pupil size over
the course of training. The electrophysiological results of the baseline-test indicated priority
changes induced by the reward bias manipulation. Conclusion. Despite the large behavioral
improvements, the strong electrophysiological evidence of reward-based learning, and the
physiological indices of decreased attentional effort as learning occurred, our behavioral data
were not able to support the notion of long-lasting reward-based alterations in spatial priority.
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Introduction
The primate cognitive system is continuously bombarded with incessant stimuli from
multiple sensory modalities. However, processing resources are inherently limited, and
therefore only a small segment of the incoming information can reach perceptual awareness.
Specifically, the primate visual system constantly selects regions of space, features, or objects
for further processing by using specific selection mechanisms, collectively known as selective
attention. Selective attention refers to the allocation of processing resources to the analysis of
certain stimuli or aspects of the environment, usually at the expense of resources allocated to
other concurrent stimuli or aspects (Purves, Cabeza, Huettel, & Platt, 2008). It has been said
that visual selective attention is the brain function that modulates ongoing processing of retina
input in order for selective representations to gain privileged access to perceptual awareness
and guide behavior (Chelazzi, Perlato, Santandrea, & Della Libera, 2013).
This capacity limitation of visual awareness is to some extent a consequence of the
visual system hierarchical organization. It is suggested that, as neurons in early visual areas
(i.e. lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus and V1 in the primary visual cortex) have small
spatial receptive fields, they are tuned to elementary features of stimuli, such as color or edge
orientation, while visual neurons in later stages of occipital, parietal, and frontal cortex, which
have larger receptive fields, tend to code more abstract stimulus properties, such as object
identity and behavioral relevance (Bichot, Schall, & Thompson, 1996; Bisley & Goldberg,
2003; Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996). In the later stages of visual processing, multiple stimuli
usually fall within the receptive field of a single neuron and compete to drive the response of
than neuron. The role of selective attention is to bias the competition in favor of the stimuli
that are behaviorally relevant and/or highly salient. Thus, the visual selective attention seems
to coordinate activity between neurons in early visual areas and those in later visual areas
leading to modulatory attention signals which act upon multiple levels of the visual hierarchy
and bias perceptual representations (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Reynolds, Chelazzi, &
Desimone, 1999; Serences & Yantis, 2006).
Early work on visual selective attention has established a framework, within which
visual selection mechanisms are mainly influenced by stimulus-driven (i.e. bottom-up,
exogenous) factors related to the physical salience of stimuli on the one hand, and goaldirected (i.e. top-down, endogenous) factors related to the task relevance of stimuli on the
other hand (Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992; Posner, 1980;
Theeuwes, 1992; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; Yantis, 2000). This joint influence of
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stimulus-driven and voluntary attention determines the relative competitive advantage of
visual stimuli (Melcher, Papathomas, & Vidnyánszky, 2005; Serences et al., 2005; Serences
& Yantis, 2007; Treue & Trujillo, 1999). There is evidence that both these factors induce
selective attentional modulations in areas of occipital, parietal, and frontal human cortex
(Koch & Ullman, 1987; Serences & Yantis, 2007).
Spatial priority maps have been characterized as real-time representations of
behavioral salience arising from convergent bottom-up salience and task- and context-related
top-down signals. That is, stimuli compete for representation, and then attention prioritizes
stimuli by biasing processing of incoming stimuli based on current goals (i.e. top-down) and
physical saliency (i.e. bottom-up). The results of this process are represented in a
topographical priority map of space, upon which all objects in the visual scene compete and
the behavioral priority of locations is proportionally represented by differential neuronal
activity. This spatial priority guides attention (and behavior) on the basis of a “winner-takeall” principle, wherein attention is deployed to the location corresponding to peak activity in
the map (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Itti & Koch, 2001; Klink,
Jentgens, & Lorteije, 2014; Thompson & Bichot, 2005).
Previous research has shown that the selection process depends, also, on the
significance that a stimulus has gained over time through experience, leading to the
assumption that selective attention works in a close functional synergy with the mechanisms
of memory (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012; Chun, Golomb, & Turk-Browne, 2011;
Kristjánsson & Campana, 2010). Memory is profoundly important for guiding attention
because prior experience provides us with information about what has been helpful in the
past, or conversely, defines the experience of novelty when we have no prior experience with
a certain aspect of reality. Not surprisingly, the mechanisms of attention are particularly
sensitive to functional adjustments guided by respective situation in the past, showing typical
learning effects. These regularities of selective attention may be affected by a short term,
moment-by-moment evaluation of the attentional episode, and/or by a long term evaluation,
indicating that experience with specific stimuli, contexts, and tasks may lead to long-lasting
selection biases. Therefore, within the multiple processing stages of the visual system, there
might be multiple factors including prior knowledge and salience in the visual scene, which
gives rise to distinct representations of attentional priority (Moores, Laiti, & Chelazzi, 2003;
Serences & Yantis, 2007).
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Visual Selective Attention and the Effects of Reward
Behaviors are thought to be strongly modulated by the desirable or undesirable
outcomes that they have led to in the past. These outcomes in the form of positive and
negative reinforcement and punishment favor the more adaptive behaviors with the aim of
increasing the fitness of the organism in the environment. There is growing consensus that the
relative competitive advantage of visual stimuli is driven towards a rewarded stimulus
(Anderson, 2013a, 2015; Chelazzi et al., 2013; Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2010). One of
the first demonstrations of this reward impact on selective attention comes from a study by
Della Libera and Chelazzi (2006), which showed that when observers were highly rewarded
to ignore a stimulus in a trial, their ability to select that stimulus was impaired for the next
trial. Another study indicated that observers responded faster on trials in which the target was
characterized by a color associated with high-magnitude reward, and they were slower in
reporting the target, when a distractor characterized by the high reward-associated color
competed for attentional resources (Hickey et al., 2010). Hence, there might be reward-related
selection mechanisms which intrinsically alter properties of human perception, accounting for
automatic, value-driven attentional capture.
At about the same time, other studies have reported the effects of reward on attentional
capture through associative learning (Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2009; Peck, Jangraw, Suzuki,
Efem, & Gottlieb, 2009; Raymond & O'Brien, 2009). These studies revealed that to
preferentially select a reward-associated target, which was previously attributed to
motivation-mediated processes, can be a persistent effect that could be present even when the
reward manipulation is not present. In those experiments, there were clear effects of
previously rewarded features when being distractors to capture attention, indexed either by
slowing of reaction time, negative priming, or gaze capture. Anderson, Laurent, and Yantis
(2011) pointed out the influence of reward history on the control of visual selective attention
by showing that even if the previously reward-associated distractors were neither physically
salient nor task relevant, they were able to strongly capture attention. Therefore, there has
been established a reward-based learning mechanism, which shapes attentional priority
representations and affects the selection of reward-associated stimuli for the future (Camara,
Manohar, & Husain, 2013; Theeuwes & Belopolsky, 2012).
Many studies have shown the effects of reward on the attentional priority of specific
low-level features, notably color and shape, both in the short- and in the long-term (Anderson,
2013b; Chelazzi et al., 2013), however long-term effects of reward in the spatial domain
3

spanning a time frame of some days were not reported until a study of Chelazzi et al. (2014)
first described long-lasting reward-based learning effects on the attentional priority of spatial
locations in the visual field.
The Study by Chelazzi and the Long-term Effects of Reward on Spatial Priority.
Although spatial priority maps have been described as a real-time representation of behavioral
salience, Chelazzi et al. (2014) first suggested that priority maps can be subject to rewardbased plastic changes. The researchers designed their 7-days experiment such as the first day
of the procedure observes should discriminate one or two possibly presented targets
(alphabetic characters or digits) from among a briefly flashed array of eight stimuli, each
presented at eight spatial locations of interest. The first day’s overall performance for each of
the eight potential target locations was used as a baseline which represented each individual
observer’s spatial priority map. Then, for two consecutive days, observers were trained with a
reward-based visual search task, in which the correct discrimination of a single target among
distractors was associated with a predetermined probability of receiving high versus low
reward, which varied across locations within the display. As in the first day’s discrimination
task, the same eight spatial locations were used. Four days after training regimen, observers
performed the discrimination task a second time (test). At test, spatial locations associated
with an overall more positive outcome during training were prioritized compared to spatial
locations associated with an overall less positive outcome. The changes in the attentional
priority of specific locations were evident only when two targets engaged in strong
competition for attentional resources. Since during the discrimination task (after four days
delay) rewards were no longer involved, the effects of training might be purely driven by a
long-lasting revaluation of spatial locations.
The authors proposed that the observed reward effects might be established through a
reinforcement learning mechanism which, by using reward as a teaching signal, shapes
attention and behavior for future episodes of selection involving the same locations (Chelazzi
et al., 2014; Chelazzi et al., 2013). Memory has been shown to be profoundly important for
guiding attention. The mechanisms underlying such memory functions are different from
saliency-driven biases, because they are not driven by the physical properties of the stimuli,
but rather by our prior experience with them. These ascertainments suggest a bidirectional,
and life-long relation between the running processes (i.e. selection) and representations (i.e.
priority maps) bound by learning. These findings motivated our interest to replicate this
experiment adding physiological measures, namely electroencephalography (EEG) and
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pupillometry. We wanted to explore the physiological indices behind the reward-based
learning and behind the reward-biased alterations of attentional priority.

Event-Related Potentials (ERPs)
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive technique of measuring the electrical
activity of the brain with millisecond-resolution able to delineate cognitive and affective
processes (Luck, 2005). Specifically, the EEG potentials measured at the scalp are a result of
postsynaptic potentials of many thousands of cortical pyramidal cells. The release of
neurotransmitters at the synapse produces an excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP or IPSP) which is typically created at one end of the cell, and due to this potential, a
current flowing through the cell creates a tiny current dipole. The summation of PSPs from
many cells has as end the formation of a measurable brain potential at the surface of the scalp.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) are the electrical potentials that are generated by the brain
when specific internal or external events (e.g., stimuli, responses, decisions) happen. Adding
together the potentials that follow a repetitive stimulus the components of brain activity
related to processing to this stimulus add up and random noise cancels out, leading to an ERP
(Luck, 2014). Naming of ERP components is usually based on whether it is a positive (P), or
negative (N) wave, followed by the latency of occurrence (P300) or the ordinal position of the
peak within the waveform (P3), or based on the functional meaning of the component
(feedback-related negativity, FRN) (Ibanez et al., 2012).
ERP technique can provide a continuous signal with millisecond-resolution measure of
brain activity in order to delineate cognitive and affective processes (Luck, 2005). Moreover,
ERPs can provide information about the internal factors that differs across conditions, and the
individual components that contribute to performance of a task. The method reveals covert
monitoring of processing which might not be evident in the behavior. Attention has been
found to change its focus from object to object 10 times per second, and ERP components
associated with target processing/distractor suppression have been seen starting 150 ms post
stimulus. The ERP technique seems the only noninvasive method measuring brain activations
with the necessary temporal resolution to track these fast changes. Over the last decade, there
has been growing interest in assessing the effects of reward on attention and stimulus
processing during the execution of attention tasks by using ERPs (Hickey et al., 2010; Sailer,
Fischmeister, & Bauer, 2010; Sawaki, Luck, & Raymond, 2015).
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Selection in the Visual Search. Selection represents one of the stages of attentional
processing in the visual search. The specific cognitive function of selection is to allocate
visual processing resources to candidate targets at specific locations. This is achieved by
spatially selective enhancement of visual responses to possible target objects (Eimer, 2014).
As the representations in the visual cortex are proposed to be position-dependent (Kravitz,
Saleem, Baker, Ungerleider, & Mishkin, 2013), stimuli might compete for representational
space in cortical maps (Franconeri, Alvarez, & Cavanagh, 2013). In this context, selection
reflects the spatially specific biases in favor of one or more stimuli within these cortical maps.
Models of visual attention suggest that the allocation of spatial attention is controlled by
priority maps in the posterior parietal cortex, the frontal eye fields (FEFs), or the thalamus.
These priority maps send, through recurrent pathways (i.e. feedback projections), top-down
control signals to the visual areas, where they elicit spatially specific enhancement of visual
responses to more relevant target(s).
The N2 and N2pc Components in the Analysis of Baseline-Test Task. The N2 is
the second negative deflection, observed after visual or auditory stimuli, usually peaks in the
time range of 200-300 ms. This negative deflection includes in fact a family of N2components that have been given different names depending on the latency, the context of
paradigm studied and the location of its origin in the brain. N2a, N2b and N2c are the most
often found subdivisions of that component, with N2b (or anterior N2) and N2c (or posterior
N2) more commonly found and analyzed for processing visual stimuli.
Posterior negativities in the N2 time range have been extensively studied in the
context of attention paradigms, including visual search and attention to relevant stimulus
features, often mentioned as selection negativity (NE) (Anllo-Vento, Luck, & Hillyard, 1998;
Hopf et al., 2006; Hopf et al., 2000; Woodman & Luck, 1999). Moreover, N2 deflection is
proposed to be elicited when there is conflict between competing response alternatives, and
increasing difficulty. The conflict in making the correct response makes this component larger
(more negative) (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Gehring, Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992).
N2pc occurs at the same time interval in posterior areas and is more prominent at contralateral
brain hemisphere of an attended stimulus.
N2pc. The N2pc component is proposed to be one robust neural measure of the
allocation of visual attention to a certain stimulus in the visual field. This ERP wave peaks
~250 ms after stimulus onset and reflects the shift of attention to a target in a visual search
display. It is observed as a negative polarity wave, more enhanced at posterior electrodes
6

contralateral to the target to which attention is shifted, relative to ipsilateral non-target side
(Luck, 2014; Sawaki et al., 2015). The component probably reflects the deployment of covert
attention on one or more relevant stimuli, and the filtering of surrounding distractor items. It
has been considered as a marker of spatially selective enhancement of target processing (Luck
& Hillyard, 1994a, 1994b), which originates mainly for source activity in the ventral visual
cortex (Hopf, Boelmans, Schoenfeld, Luck, & Heinze, 2004), and is controlled by recurrent
signals from higher-level attentional control areas such as the frontal eye fields (FEFs) (J. Y.
Cohen, Heitz, Schall, & Woodman, 2009). It is probable that the component reflects multiple
processes applied to an attended stimulus, and not a single specific process (Luck, 2014).
Interestingly, the N2pc was observed to occur earlier and to be larger for high- than for
low-reward targets, showing that the reward magnitude, which a target is associated with,
affects the efficiency of that target selection (Kiss, Driver, & Eimer, 2009). Moreover, an
N2pc component has been elicited contralateral to a stimulus characterized by rewardassociated color, indexing the deployment of attention to this stimulus location in the visual
field (Hickey et al., 2010). What’s more, a recent MEG study showed that reward-associated
objects could modulate attentional allocation to a target and this was reflected by the earlier
latency and enhanced magnitude of the N2pc elicited by that target (Donohue et al., 2016). On
the other hand, Sawaki et al. (2015) found a reduced N2pc for high-incentive trials compare
to low-incentive trials. According to the authors, this was because the attentional orienting to
the target in the search array was deployed with relatively less effort for high-incentive trials.
Following this, high incentives biased participants to discriminate the target rapidly and
accurately with reduced attentional allocation which, in turn, was reflected in a smaller N2pc.
The P3 Component in the Analysis of Baseline and Test Visual Search Task. The
N2 usually appears in continuum with the following positive deflection, the P3. The P3 is a
positive large-amplitude ERP component that is largest at parietal scalp sites with peak
latency between 300 and 600 ms after the eliciting event. It is one of the most studied
components of ERP, as it is almost always elicited in cognitive tasks involving any sensory
modality. Regarding the neural generators of the component, large-amplitude potentials like
P3 are hypothesized to have widespread sources (Lutzenberger, Elbert, & Rockstroh, 1987).
The P3 component has been described as a higher cognitive component, and is often
related to processing of selective attention (Ibanez et al., 2012). It is proposed that P3
amplitude is analogous to task complexity, with increasing task or stimulus complexity giving
higher P3 amplitude. Moreover, information transmission (or signal detection) that refers to
7

the amount of stimulus information perceived at each trial (which is analogous to how much
attention was given at that time) has been shown to be directly proportional to the P3
amplitude (R Johnson, 1988). Regarding the relation of P3 and attention, the context-updating
theory states that the P3 component (the frontal P3a) underlies an attention driven comparison
process evaluating the representation of the previous events in working memory. Based on the
same theory, P3 is sensitive to the amount of attentional resources engaged during task
performance (Polich, 2007), and therefore its amplitude may serve as an index of covert
attention. The more posterior P3 (P3b) is often described as a component related to stimulus
processing if stimulus identification was already successful before.
The Reinforcement Learning Theory. Optimal behavior in a competitive world
requires the flexibility of the brain to adapt decision strategies based on recent outcomes. The
term “outcome” refers to the consequences that an organism faces as direct results of its own
actions. To behave adaptively, we must learn from the consequences of our actions
(Thorndike, 1912), and this adaptability involves learning of which action is more relevant in
a given context and switching to a different behavioral policy or scenario when outcomes are
less optimal than expected. Accordingly, in order for the brain to effectively adjust behavior,
it has to determine, as quickly and as accurately as possible, whether the current scenario and
behavioral strategy drive to positive or negative outcomes.
The principles of the reinforcement learning theory (RL-theory) are built on the prime
idea that the flexibility of the brain emerges through a reinforcement learning process, in
which error detection, reward prediction, and outcome’s magnitude and valence are used
dynamically to adjust representations of competing decision options (Holroyd & Coles,
2002). Currently, a wealth of information is coming from ERPs studies focusing on
components, such as the feedback-related negativity (FRN) and the P3, which provide
important insights about the temporal properties of the neural mechanisms mediating outcome
evaluation and outcome-guided learning (San Martín, 2012).
The FRN Component to Measure Learning-induced Signals during the Rewardbased Training Task. The “feedback-related negativity” (FRN) is an ERP modulation which
probably reflects a neural signal of outcome magnitude or outcome probability (Yeung &
Sanfey, 2004). The FRN is a relatively negative ERP deflection found regularly at frontocentral scalp sites, reaching its maximal amplitude ~250 ms following feedback presentation
(Walsh & Anderson, 2012), and being typically larger (more negative going) for negative
outcomes than for positive outcomes (San Martín, 2012). However, the FRN waveforms do
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not literally drop below zero, as it is superimposed upon the larger, positive going P3.
According to source localization, the FRN is generated in the medial prefrontal cortex, and
most probably reflects the impact of dopamine signals in neurons in the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Hickey et al., 2010; Miltner, Braun, & Coles,
1997; Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, Mol, & Coles, 2004; Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, et al., 2005; van
Schie, Mars, Coles, & Bekkering, 2004; Walsh & Anderson, 2012; Yu, Zhou, & Zhou, 2011).
The FRN is proposed to be scalp-recorded index of a neural system for reinforcement
learning (RL), and its amplitude to be modulated by the impact of dopamine signals in the
ACC (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). Theories of the impact of dopamine in RL place reward at the
center of attentional control and suggest that reward has a direct impact on vision (Schultz,
2002). Interestingly, reward-related midbrain dopamine has been suggested to be responsible
for changing the perceptual representation of reward-associated stimuli such that they become
salient and draw attention (K. C. Berridge & Robinson, 1998). If neural reward processing
signals are used to guide decision-making and the FRN reflects the impact of such signals in
the ACC, as suggested by the RL-theory, then the FRN magnitudes should be related to
adjustments in overt behavior.
The P3 Component to Measure Learning-induced Signals during the Rewardbased Training Task. The context updating hypothesis has proposed that P3 amplitude
reflects brain activity underlying revision and updating of the mental model of the task at
hand, and allocation of cognitive resources, with the amplitude of the P3 being proportional to
the amount of cognitive resources employed during updating of the model (Donchin & Coles,
1988; Isreal, Chesney, Wickens, & Donchin, 1980).
Interestingly, a recent hypothesis of the P3 proposes that the component indexes the
effect of the locus coeruleus (LC) norepinephrine (NE) system in the neocortex
(Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones, & Cohen, 2005). This LC-P3 hypothesis suggests that the P3
responses reflect the increased activity of LC in order to enhance the neural responsivity in
the cortex to task-relevant stimuli. ERP studies have found that the P3 can be modulated by
outcome magnitude, showing more positive P3 responses to large magnitude outcomes than
small magnitude outcomes (Gu et al., 2011; Toyomaki & Murohashi, 2005; Wu & Zhou,
2009; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004). The effect of outcome magnitude on P3 has been largely
interpreted by the concept of “motivational significant” or the relevance of a stimulus for the
task at hand (Duncan‐Johnson & Donchin, 1977). Hence, motivationally significant or
relevant stimuli usually capture a large amount of attentional resources, which, in turn, are
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reflected in P3 amplitude (Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones, et al., 2005). Stimuli associated with
high magnitude outcome have an inherent aspect of motivational significance, and they might
receive more attentional resources and have a greater impact on memory (Adcock, Thangavel,
Whitfield-Gabrieli, Knutson, & Gabrieli, 2006). According to LC-P3 hypothesis, as P3 might
reflect the NE-mediated enhancement of signal transmission in the cortex during the
reorganization of the neural networks determining behavioral outputs, a large P3 at the time
of outcome processing should predict a large behavioral adjustment (Yeung & Sanfey, 2004).

Pupillometry
The measurement of changes in pupillary dilation has been established as a method of
investigating cognitive processes after the appearance of three seminal studies (Hess & Polt,
1960, 1964; Kahneman & Beatty, 1966). The size of the eye’s pupil is primarily the result of
the integrated activity of two different muscles located in the iris, the dilator and the
constrictor. The pupil as a dynamic structure changes in diameter in response to luminance
levels (Beatty & Lucero-Wagoner, 2000), dilating in dim light or darkness, leading to an
average size of about 7 mm (MacLachlan & Howland, 2002), whereas in bright light it is
small and constricted. In standard light conditions, the pupil’s average size is about 3 mm
(Wyatt, 1995). Changes in pupil size generated by cognitive demands are usually more
modest and rarely larger than 0.5 mm change (Laeng, Sirois, & Gredebäck, 2012). Pupillary
responses mostly occur spontaneously and they cannot be controlled voluntarily or be
suppressed at will (Laeng et al., 2012; Loewenfeld & Lowenstein, 1993). Moreover, the
cognitive aspects of pupillary responses are thought to be preconscious and thus able to
indicate the processes that occur below the threshold of consciousness (Chapman, Oka,
Bradshaw, Jacobson, & Donaldson, 1999). Studies have repetitively shown that pupil size
variations represent a physiological marker of how intensely a processing system is operating
(Alnaes et al., 2014; Beatty & Lucero-Wagoner, 2000; Kahneman, 1973; Kahneman &
Beatty, 1966; Laeng et al., 2012; Laeng, Ørbo, Holmlund, & Miozzo, 2011). Moreover, the
executive or working memory “load”, the “mental effort” and the use of attentional
“resources” that are mediated by autonomic “arousal”, are linked to the size of the pupil
(Alnaes et al., 2014; Beatty, 1982; Bijleveld, Custers, & Aarts, 2009; Granholm, Asarnow,
Sarkin, & Dykes, 1996; Kahneman, 1973; Karatekin, 2004; Piquado, Isaacowitz, &
Wingfield, 2010; Van Der Meer et al., 2010).
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Locus Coeruleus, Norepinephrine, and Pupil Dilation. There is evidence that there
might be a tight link between online pupillary changes and the activation of the locus
coeruleus (LC) and norepinephrine (NE) system (Koss, 1986). The LC-NE system is thought
to regulate the operations of the attentional systems of the brain and is typically associated
with arousal, vigilance states, thoughts, emotions, and cognitive flexibility (Aston-Jones &
Cohen, 2005; C. W. Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003; Bouret & Sara, 2005; Sara & Bouret,
2012). It has been proposed that the LC might be a critical node within the neural circuitry
that controls the muscles of the iris, and therefore, activity within the LC-NE system might
get reflected in the pupillary dilation (Samuels & Szabadi, 2008), or otherwise, the changes in
pupil’s diameter can be used as an index of the activity of the NE system.
Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005) have first proposed that the phasic activation of LC
enhances behavioral performance by optimizing the activity of a complex neural matrix
involving sensory, motor, and decision making regions. In addition, Corbetta, Patel, and
Shulman (2008) have suggested that LC-NE system enables the functional shift of activity
between ventral and dorsal fronto-parietal attentional networks. Ventral attentional network is
involved in stimulus driven, bottom-up attention, while dorsal network is involved in goaldriven, top-down attention. This shift between attentional networks would eventually
facilitate the detection of the salient stimuli based on internal expectations, leading to adaptive
motor responses. Moreover, recently, the phasic responses of LC have been conceptualized as
a “network reset” that facilitates reorientation of cortical networks toward the processing of
salient stimuli (Sara & Bouret, 2012).
Locus Coeruleus and Reward Processing. As mentioned above, the central NE
system and particularly the NE neurons in the LC are associated with arousal, attention, and
cognitive flexibility (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Bouret & Sara, 2005; Sara & Bouret,
2012). Research suggests that LC neuronal activity might also be related to motivational
intensity, and specifically, LC responses might vary directly with the value of a cue which
predicted reward size (Bouret & Richmond, 2009, 2015; Bouret, Richmond, & Ravel, 2012;
Ventura, Latagliata, Morrone, La Mela, & Puglisi-Allegra, 2008; Ventura, Morrone, &
Puglisi-Allegra, 2007). Lately, recordings of single-neuron activity in monkeys showed that
NE neurons in the LC were activated phasically by visual stimuli predicting reward, and this
activation strengthened with increasing expected reward size. The LC, therefore, might play a
crucial role in guiding the behavioral energy needed to complete a goal-directed action
(Bouret & Richmond, 2015). This observation replicates previous findings on reward size
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effect on operant performance (Bouret & Richmond, 2010). In sum, it appears that there is a
strong positive influence of reward size on LC activity (i.e., the larger the reward, the higher
the LC activity). It is possible that phasic LC firing during the processing of reward outcomes
might have an impact on the interaction between ventral and dorsal fronto-parietal attentional
networks (Corbetta et al., 2008).
Mental Effort and Pupil Size. Studies have shown that pupil size can be used as an
index of the relative amount of “mental effort” needed to accomplish a task (Alnaes et al.,
2014; Beatty, 1982; Beatty & Kahneman, 1966; Bradshaw, 1968; Hess & Polt, 1964; Just &
Carpenter, 1993; Kahneman, 1973; Laeng et al., 2012; Stanners, Coulter, Sweet, & Murphy,
1979). The pupil size has been used as a discrete physiological measure of the resources an
individual needs to mobilize for a task, with pupil dilation increasing when task requires more
resources (Ahern & Beatty, 1979; Kahneman, 1973). Therefore, task-evoked pupillary
changes might be an index of “mental effort”, or summative brain activity (Siegle, Steinhauer,
Stenger, Konecky, & Carter, 2003). Importantly, Sarter, Gehring, and Kozak (2006)
associated the concept of “mental effort” with the top-down control of attention. They
proposed that “mental effort” results from an interaction between task demands and the
individual’s current goals, motivation to stay on task, and ability to recover attentional
performance in response to the detection of errors and reward losses. Moreover, Alnaes et al.
(2014) showed that pupil size increased when the task’s demands increased, indicating an
increase in allocation of attentional resources and in “mental effort”.

The Present Study
The study by Chelazzi et al. (2014), mentioned above, provided evidence that when
spatial locations are associated with a high reward outcome, stimuli at these spatial locations
acquire competitive advantage under conditions of cross-target competition for attentional
resources. And this happens even when the experimental tasks and the stimulus material are
irrelevant, and reward manipulation is discontinued (i.e. during extinction). As the study was
the first to report long-lasting changes in the priority of spatial locations driven by reward, we
wished to test, whether, by the replication of the original study, we could reproduce similar
long-lasting plastic changes in the spatial priority maps, and thus support the validity of the
originals experimental measurements. We, therefore, used the same experimental paradigms
by only adapting the color of the presenting stimuli for efficacious pupil measurements.
Furthermore, to gain insight into the mechanisms involved in translating reward outcome into
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visual salience, we measured electrical brain activity and pupil responses while participants
competed the experimental tasks. Our chief aim was to further explore the physiology behind
these reward-based long-lasting changes in the spatial priority by identifying certain ERP
components behind the reward-based learning process (reward-based training task), and
certain ERP components behind the learned visual salience (baseline-test visual search task).
Physiological Indices of Reward-based Attentional Learning on Spatial Priority.
As Chelazzi et al. (2014) suggested, the reward effects on the spatial priority maps in their
study might be established through a reinforcement learning mechanism which uses reward as
a teaching signal to prime attention and behavior in future. One of our aims, therefore, was to
seek a direct signature of reward-related processing in the brain. We approached analysis with
the hypothesis that the mesolimbic dopamine system and the locus coeruleus (LC)
norepinephrine (NE) system would play a role in generating the impact of reward on spatial
priority. To determine whether this was the case, we examined the FRN and the P3, the two
ERP components whose underlying brain mechanisms are consistently involved in outcome
processing and reward-based learning. In addition, we used pupil size changes as an index of
“mental effort” and, therefore, an indicator of the learning occurred during the reward-based
training task. We, also, aimed to explore whether pupil responses can reflect the contribution
of LC-NE system in processing of reward magnitude. Moreover, in order to explore at what
stage of neural processing the reward-associated locations are given attentional priority, we
tested ERP signatures that can be affected by reward-biased alterations in attentional priority.
The focus was on the N2pc which has been proposed to reflect target selection and index the
deployment of attention to the target’s location.
Hypotheses and Predictions. We wanted to replicate the original behavioral
measurements and findings from the study of Chelazzi et al. (2014), who found long term
plastic changes in spatial priority maps through reward and hoped to find physiological
signatures by including EEG and pupil measures. For the reward-based training task, we
expected (1) improvement of performance (higher accuracy and faster reaction times) with
time, inferring learning. Reward-related ERP components, presumably being involved in the
reward-based learning process, like the feedback related negativity and feedback related P3,
might be showing distinct features during training. Thus, we expected (2) to be able to
differentiate FRN and P3 after a low or a high reward feedback (Holroyd et al., 2004). We,
also, expected (3) alterations in the pupil responses as an effect of reward magnitude; and a
gradual decrease in the pupil dilation with time as learning occurred. We hypothesized that
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(4) the individual differences in the feedback-related ERPs would predict the learning
occurred during the training session for each participant.
For baseline and test task, we expected (1) the overall performance of the participants
to improve from baseline to test session. What’s more, we expected (2) the reward-based
training to confer a competitive attentional advantage to targets presented in highly rewarded
spatial locations relative to targets presented in lower rewarded locations and this attentional
advantage to be seen both in behavioral data and (3) to be reflected in alterations of selective
attention ERP responses. For this aim, we tested different ERP components in order to
delineate in which processing stage the possible altered spatial priority would show changes.
We hypothesized that later and more cognitive components would play a role.
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Methods
Participants
Thirty-three healthy participants, of 18-36 years of age (M = 25.45, SD = 3.98), most
of them students at the University of Oslo, participated in this experiment. Two participants
were excluded from the study; one due to low accuracy (ACC) in the performance of the
behavior task and one duo to not completing the experiment. A total number of 31 (N=31;
females = 16) participants were therefore included in the analyses. All subjects reported
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and none had previously experience with the
experimental tasks. The experiment consisted of three distinct phases: baseline, training, and
test session (see below). Participants received fixed monetary compensation for baseline and
test sessions (NOK 140). Depending on their overall ACC during the training sessions,
participants received a reward that varied in a range between NOK 300 and NOK 500. The
amount of reward earned for each correct response was instead completely predetermined
based on the specific reward schedule associated with each spatial location (see below). All
participants read and signed an informed consent before taking part in the experiment. The
experiment was approved by the Department of Psychology’s Research Ethics Committee at
the University of Oslo.

Experimental Design
The experiment required the participants to come to the Cognitive Laboratory of the
Department of Psychology, University of Oslo, for four different days. Each of the
participants completed one pre-training (baseline) session, two training sessions on
consecutive days, and one post-training (test) session, after a four-days delay from the last
training session. The post-training session (test) was identical to pre-training session
(baseline), and the two training sessions were identical to each other. Participants were tested
individually in a windowless and soundproof room. Before the actual task started, instructions
were given for each task, and a practice version of the task consisting of 25 trials was
followed for both tasks. The baseline and test tasks lasted about one hour each, while the
training task lasted about one hour and a half.
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Apparatus
Stimuli Presentation and Response Measures. For both tasks stimuli were presented
on a 24-inch BenQ xl2420t (Digital) monitor (resolution: 1920 × 1080 pixels; refresh rate:
100 Hz). Participants were seated 57 cm away from a LCD monitor and were using a chinrest
in order to minimize head movements and keeping constant viewing distance. Both tasks were
designed with E-Prime 2.0 Professional software (Psychology Software Tools). E-Prime
software was also used to control stimulus presentation and collect responses from a standard
computer keyboard and a standard response box for baseline-test and training task,
respectively.
EEG. Throughout all sessions of the experiment, EEG signals were acquired with a
Biosemi ActiveTwo EEG amplifier (Biosemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) from 64 active
electrodes (Fp1, AF7, AF3, F1, F3, F5, F7, FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1, C1, C3, C5, T7, TP7, CP5,
CP3, CP1, P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, PO7, PO3, O1, Iz, Oz, POz, Pz, CPz, Fpz, Fp2, AF8, AF4,
AFz, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT8, FC6, FC4, FC2, FCz, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP8, CP6, CP4, CP2,
P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, PO8, PO4, and O2) based on the extended 10-20 system of electrode
placement (Oostenveld & Praamstra, 2001) and mounted on an elastic cap (Biosemi,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The ActiveView software was used for recording and data
storage. Linked left and right earlobes were used as reference. The signals were recorded with
a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz, and 24 bits resolution. This means that brain signals were
recorded every 0.49 ms. Two flat-type active electrodes, one placed on the outer canthi of the
left eye and the other one cm above the left eye, were used to record eye movements and
blinks.
Pupillometry. Throughout training sessions pupil diameter was measured by using an
iView X Eye-Tracking Device by SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) recording at a sampling
rate of 60Hz. The illumination of the testing room was kept constant throughout all sessions.

Baseline-Test Task
Stimuli. The stimuli used for baseline and test tasks were blue (RGB values:
39,100,255 / red, green, blue) capital letters, digits, and non-alphanumeric characters (1.2° ×
1.2°) displayed on a gray background. This visual search task, first used by Chelazzi et al.
(2014) was composed of eight targets, namely, four capital letters (F, G, M, D) and four digits
(2, 4, 7, 9), and seven distractors, which were non-alphanumeric characters ( , ,
,
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). The task of the participants was to search for one target (single target condition) among

seven distractors or two targets (double target condition) among six distractors. Each trial
started with a fixation display (500 ms) containing a blue fixation cross (0.3° × 0.3°)
presented at the center of the screen against a blue background. After the fixation display, the
stimulus array, which comprised of the eight stimuli presented at an iso-eccentric circular
array, was briefly presented (70 ms). The array was arranged so that each hemifield contained
four stimuli, two per quadrant, at 5° distance from the fixation. The eight stimuli were
immediately replaced by eight identical masking patterns consisting of overlapping
distractors, which remained visible until the participant delivered the behavioral responses.
The task is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of the baseline and test paradigm.

Procedure. Participants were instructed to report all targets they could detect in the
stimulus array by delivering two responses for every trial. Specifically, they were asked to
press one (or two) of eight keyboard keys corresponding to each specific target they could
identify and/or to press the space-bar for a null report. Responses were non-speeded, and
performance was evaluated based only on the accuracy of report. Behavioral responses were
not followed by any kind of feedback, thus participants were not aware of their performance
accuracy. A new trial sequence started automatically after a 2500 ms fixation display.
The task consisted of 192 trials for the single target condition (one target presented)
and 448 trials for the double target condition (two targets presented), resulting in a total of
640 trials. For the condition where one target appeared, there was an equal probability this
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target to be a letter or a digit and was presented at all eight spatial locations with the same
frequency, in a random order. For the double target condition where targets appeared in pairs,
there were target pairings corresponded to either two letters, two digits, or one letter and one
digit. We named “homogeneous pairing” when two letters or two digits were presented, and
“mixed pairing” when a letter and a digit were presented. All possible pairs of targets
appeared with the same frequency in any of the possible combinations of spatial locations in
order to establish a balanced spatial relationship between the two targets. All experimental
conditions were presented in random order during the task and all targets appeared at all eight
locations the same number of times.

Reward-based Training Task
Stimuli. As in the baseline and test task, at the beginning of each trial, a blue fixation
cross (0.3° × 0.3°) was presented at the center of the screen against a gray background for 500
ms. The fixation display followed by a stimulus array comprised eight simple geometric
configurations made up of two stacked triangular shape outline (1.2° × 0.7°), each presented
at one of the eight spatial locations of interest. Specifically, the stimulus array consisted of
one single target (present in all trials) among seven distractors. One of the stacked triangles
was filled with blue (RGB values: 39,100,255 / red, green, blue), and the other was filled in
gray (outlined in blue), which was the color used as a background for both tasks. The
distractors were made of the same stacked triangles, but pointing downward, and always the
lower triangle was blue and the upper triangle was white (outlined in blue). The targets were
made of the same stacked triangles, but pointing upward, either with a blue triangle over a
gray triangle (outlined in blue), or the reverse. The stimulus array (consisting of one single
target among seven distractors) remained visible for 300 ms, and then a fixation display of
1200 ms appeared in order to allow for the pupil diameter to return back to baseline. The task
is illustrated in Figure 2.
Procedure. Participants were asked to discriminate the internal structure of the target
by reporting the color of the upper triangle (either blue or white). Subjects were instructed to
respond as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing one of two buttons on the respond
box (“5” with the right index finger if the upper triangle of the target was blue and “1” with
the left index finger if it was gray). Subjects could respond at any time in the 1500 ms period
from the presentation of the search array to the presentation of feedback. Correct responses
were followed by a reward, which could be high (10 points) or low (1 point), and the amount
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gained was indicated on the monitor for 1000 ms at the location of the previously presented
target. In the 1000 ms feedback slide the fixation turned red after both unregistered and
incorrect responses. After an inter-trial interval of 1000 ms, a new sequence started
automatically (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Illustration of the reward-based training paradigm.

The training task consisted of 800 trials for each session (1600 trials in total). The
stimulus search array was made so that both targets appeared the same number of times, with
equal probability, and in a random order at all spatial locations in the circular array.
Halfway through data collection we decided to assess the participants’ appreciation of
reward value received after correct responses. This additional question was randomly
presented on ~10% of the correct trials during the experimental session. The participants were
asked to report the amount of earned reward immediately after receiving the reward feedback
by pressing one of the two corresponding buttons on the respond box (button “1” for a high
reward and button “5” for a low reward). This resulted in slightly prolonged of the duration of
the experiment for 15 minutes.
Reward Schedule. Participants were encouraged to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible during training session, because this would maximize the attainable
monetary gain. They were informed that each correct response would receive a variable
monetary reward based on their performance (high reward for optimal performance and, low
reward for suboptimal performance). However, this was a misleading instruction as reward
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values received were fully predetermined a priori and could be high (10 points) or low (1
point) with the same overall probability (50%). Moreover, in both training sessions, the
schedule of reward configuration was biased so that each of the eight locations in the stimulus
array was consistently connected with a certain probability of receiving high versus low
reward. Importantly, this probability of reward imbalance was associated with the two visual
hemifields in such a way that, for half of the participants, the high-reward hemifield was the
right one, and for the other half of the participants, it was the left one. Within the high-reward
hemifield (Hh), two locations were systematically biased to lead to high reward (10 points) in
80% of cases (80Hh). The other two locations led to high or low reward with the same
probability (50Hh). While, within the low-reward hemifield (Lh), for two locations the
probability to receive high reward was only 20% (20Lh), and for the remaining two locations,
the probability of receiving high or low reward was equal (50Lh).
Thirty-two different spatial configurations of reward contingencies across the eight
locations were created, one for each participant. In this way, we aimed to eliminate the
possibilities that any of the effects produced by the reward-based manipulation could result
from a preference for particular locations in space. An example of the reward schedule of one
of the participants is depicted in Figure 3. Important to mention, the chosen labels for each
reward level embraced two pieces of information. The number of the label corresponded to
the probability of receiving a high reward after the correct identification of the target at the
analogous location. The letters in the label specified whether the location belonged to a Highreward hemifield (Hh) or to the Low-reward hemifield (Lh).

Figure 3. Illustration of one reward configuration used. The probability of receiving
high versus low reward is systematically biased in favor of the right visual hemifield.
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EEG Recordings
EEG signals were recorded for all experimental sessions during the execution of visual
search tasks. In order to avoid differences caused by the normal circadian changes in EEG
activity, EEG recordings for each participant were done approximately at the same time of the
day. The distance between the nasion and inion was measured in order to determine the
suitable size of the cup for each participant and adjust the cap position from front to back with
FPz starting at 10% of the nasion-inion distance. This ensures stable positioning during the
four different days. After putting on the cup, the Signa Gel (electrode gel) was applied to each
electrode holder on the cap and the active electrodes were fastened thereafter. The participants
were asked to minimize body and facial movements, avoid excessive blinks (but not to focus
on not blinking), in order to limit EEG recording artifacts.

Pre-processing and Data Analysis
Behavioral Data. Behavioral responses (ACC and RTs) were measured with the Eprime 2.0 Professional software.
EEG Data. The preprocessing was performed using the open source toolbox
EEGLAB in Matlab environment (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). All raw datasets of baseline,
training, and test sessions were re-referenced to the average of the right and the left ear
electrodes. The EEG signals were then filtered using a noncausal Butterworth infinite impulse
response filter with half amplitude cut-offs of 0.1 and 30Hz (12 dB/octave), and then downsampled to 256 Hz.
a. FRN, P3 (Training Task). To investigate the FRN and the P3 components, a subset
of electrodes along the midline was selected for further analysis: frontal (Fz), fronto-central
(FCz), central (Cz), central-parietal (CPz), occipital (Oz). The datasets were epoched from 200 to 600 ms around each feedback onset, while a –200 to 0 ms time interval was used for
baseline correction. Epochs from the unfiltered datasets were visually checked for artifacts
and those that included high amplitude muscle or excessive eye artifacts inside the 0 to 0.5
sec interval from feedback presentation were excluded from further analysis.
b. N2, N2pc, P3 (Baseline-Test Task). To investigate the ERPs elicited at baseline
and test task the following electrodes were selected for further analysis: F3, FC3, C1, C5,
CP3, P3, P5, PO7, PO3, O1, Oz, POz, Pz, CPz, Fpz, AFz, Fz, F4, FC4, FCz, Cz, C2, C6, CP4,
P4, P6, PO8, PO4, O2. The datasets were epoched from -200 to 600 ms around each stimulus
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array onset, and a –200 to 0 ms time interval was used for baseline correction. The same
artifact rejection procedure as in the training task datasets was applied.
EEG Components of Interest. For the training session, we measured the mean
amplitude of the FRN inside an interval 250-300 ms after the reward feedback presentation,
as described in Luck (2014). The mean amplitude of the P3 was calculated in an interval
between 300-420 ms after reward feedback presentation. We divided the training task in four
blocks of trials instead of eight as in the behavioral and pupil analysis in order to have better
signal to noise ratio for the ERPs.
For the baseline and test sessions, we measured the mean amplitudes of N2, N2pc and
P3 components. The mean amplitude for N2pc was calculated inside the interval 250-290 ms
after stimulus array onset. We calculated N2pc for the 80Hh20Lh condition, when two targets
were presented, but only one reported. This was done separately for each of the two rewardbiased spatial locations. For example, for the trials where the reported target was the one in an
80Hh spatial location, it was, first, determined in which visual hemifield the target was
presented, and then, depending on where each electrode was located (left or right
hemisphere), contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms were extracted to each target. Due to a
few number of trials in each condition, we used a cluster of electrodes on the left and on the
right hemisphere. Each cluster (left or right hemisphere) was either denoted as contralateral or
ipsilateral to the reported target, depending on which visual hemifield this target had
appeared. The difference wave between the contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms (thus the
N2pc) was then calculated. The same was done for the trials where the reported target was the
one presented in a 20Lh spatial location, both for baseline and test session. The mean
amplitude for N2 was calculated inside the interval 270-300 ms after stimulus array onset,
while for P3 the interval chosen was 300-500 ms. Trials with RTs shorter than 100 ms were
excluded from the analysis.
Pupil Data. Pupil data were pre-processed in R (version 3.1.1) using RStudio (version
0.98.1049). Baseline pupil diameter was calculated as the average pupil size during the 500
ms period preceding the stimulus array onset. To find the percentage change from baseline for
each sample, pupil responses for each trial were further calculated by subtracting the baseline
and then divided each sample by the baseline. As sample is defined the raw data from the eyetracker that recorded the pupil diameter every 16 ms. Only trials with RTs longer than 100 ms
were included in the pupil analysis. To look for learning effects during the training session,
the average pupil dilation from baseline was calculated from the time period 800-2000 ms
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after stimulus array onset. To test for differences between pupil dilation responses after high
and low reward, we used a time-window 2000-3000 ms after the feedback onset.
Correlation analysis. We looked for correlations between behavioral improvement
during training and baseline-test tasks, as well as between behavioral improvements and ERP
measures. Behavioral improvement during training was defined as the ACC at the last block
of trials (8th) minus the first block of trials (1st). Behavioral improvement during baseline and
test was defined as the double report ACC in test minus the double report accuracy in
baseline. We calculated Pearson correlations between the subject-by-subject size of the
behavioral improvement during training and baseline-test task and the subject-by-subject size
of FRN and P3 mean amplitudes elicited by feedback presentation during the training task.
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Results
Behavioral Data
Reward-based Training. We evaluated performance of the participants separately for
the first and second day of reward-based training. Accuracy of report (ACC) of target
discrimination was high (M = .84, SD = .08), with reaction times (RTs) corresponding on
average to 741.06 ± 17.75 (SEM) ms during the first training session. The ACC increased,
showing greater proficiency (M = .92, SD = .05) during the second training session, and the
RT decreased corresponding on average to 692.46 ± 15.82 ms.

Figure 4. Learning profile during the reward-based training session. Mean ACC (dark
gray line) and average RTs (light gray line) are depicted as a function of eight
subsequent blocks of trials. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

To test at which stage during the training learning occurred, we divided the two
training sessions (1600 trials in total) in eight identical trial segments (~200 trials each) and
ran a repeated measures ANOVA. As shown in Figure 4, ACC increased significantly along
subsequent training blocks, F(7, 210) = 61.64, p < .001, partial η² = .67, while RT decreased
significantly along subsequent blocks, F(7, 210) = 15.87, p < .001, partial η² = .35.
Interestingly, the performance of the participants improved a lot during the first day of
training, leading to an 18% (M = .18, SD = .05) increase of ACC from the first (M = .73, SD
= .10) to the last (M = .91, SD = .09) block of trials, t(30) = 11.63, p < .001, and a 80.63 ±
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17.08 ms decrease of RTs, t(30) = 4,72, p < .001. Whereas, ACC increased little during the
second day of training, with only a 4% increase in ACC (M = .04, SD = .05) from the first
block of the second day, 5th block (M = .89, SD = .07) to the last block, thus 8th block (M =
.93, SD = .05), t(30) = 4.59, p < .001). The RT decreased 59.56 ± 8.26 ms from the first (5th)
to the last (8th) block, t(30) = 7.21, p < .001, during the second day.
To test for effects of reward in the time course of training, a two-way ANOVA,
including the factors block (1-8) and reward bias (20Lh, 50Lh, 50Hh, and 80Hh), was
performed on ACC. This showed no significant reward effect during training, either in the
form of a main reward bias effect, F(3, 90) = .81, p = .49, or in the form of a block by reward
bias interaction, F(21, 630) = 1.17, p = .27. A two-way ANOVA with the same factors was
performed on RT, leading to similar results. There was no significant effect of reward biases
on RT, either in the form of a main reward effect, F(3, 90) = .95, p = .42, or in the form of a
block by reward bias interaction, F(21, 630) = .88, p = .62. There was a trend towards faster
RTs for the highly rewarded (80Hh) spatial locations compared to the lower rewarded spatial
locations (50Hh, 50Lh, and 20Lh) during the 3rd and 4th block, but it was not found
statistically significant (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Mean RTs for each training block as a function of reward bias (80Hh, 50Hh,
50Lh, and 20Lh). Bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

We, additionally, tested for gender differences during training. The mean RTs were
submitted to an ANOVA including the between-subject factor gender and the within-subjects
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factors block (1-8) and reward bias (20Lh, 50Lh, 50Hh, and 80Hh). Only the main effect of
block was significant, F(7, 203) = 15.59, p < .001, partial η² = .35. The main effect of gender
was not significant, F(1, 29) = 1.28, p = .27, neither the interaction with block, F(7, 203) =
.19, p = .99. The main effect of reward bias was not significant, F(3, 87) = .91, p = .44, nor
was its interaction with gender, F(3, 87) = 1.04, p = .38, and block, F(21, 609) = .88, p = .63.
To further evaluate the participants’ awareness of reward value they received on each
correct trial, we measured ACC in the reward question, which was added later for twelve
participants. This indicated a moderate reward comprehension (M = .77, SD = .10; M = .76,
SD = .13) during the first and second training session, respectively.
Baseline and Test. Single Target Condition. Performance of the participant during
baseline and test phase was first evaluated for single target condition. Trials with one single
target were, mainly, useful to assess performance for the various targets and across the
different locations in the absence of cross-target competition, both before and after training.
On average, ACC for single target condition increased significantly from baseline (M = .67,
SD = .14) to test session (M = .82, SD = .10), t(30) = 7.91, p < .001. First, a two-way
ANOVA, including the factors spatial locations (1-8) and target type (letter vs. digit) was
performed on ACC for baseline session. The analysis showed that ACC varied significantly
across the eight display locations, F(7, 210) = 29.60, p < .001, partial η² = .50, with higher
ACC for most lateralized locations in comparison to locations closer to vertical midline
(Figure 6). A difference between correctly identifying a letter or a digit was found as well
(F(1, 30) = 39.02, p < .001, partial η² = .57), with ACC being better for digits, whereas, there
was not found an interaction between spatial location and target type (F(7, 210) = 1.13, p =
.35).
We ran an identical analysis for the performance during the test session (after six
days), leading to a similar pattern of results. The ACC varied significantly across the eight
locations, F(7, 210) = 30.99, p < .001, partial η² = .51, and there were still differences
between correctly reporting a letter or a digit, F(1, 30) = 51.43, p < .001, partial η² = .63.
Moreover, an interaction between target type and spatial location was not found (F(7, 210) =
1.62, p = .13).
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Figure 6. Baseline performance in the single target condition. The polar plot illustrates
the mean ACC as a function of spatial location (1-8) and target type (digit vs. letter). It
is indicated better performance for digits than for letters, and for more lateralized
locations.

We also tested whether the reward-based training would impact the attentional priority
of the specific spatial locations in the absence of cross-target competition during the test
session. A two-way ANOVA, including the main factors session (baseline vs. test) and reward
bias (20Lh, 50Lh, 50Hh, and 80Hh) was performed on the ACC. The overall ACC during test
session increased significantly compared with the baseline session, F(1, 30) = 66.47, p < .001,
partial η² = .69. However, this increase was not influenced by the specific reward
manipulation during the training session (session by reward bias interaction: F(3, 90) = .27, p
= .84), and the overall effect of reward bias was also no significant, F(3, 90) = .48, p = .70.
Double Target Condition. Next, we evaluated performance in the double target
condition. Figure 7 shows an overview of the results. During baseline session, subjects were
able to correctly report both targets (double report) on about 29% of the trials (M = .29, SD =
.16), report one of the two targets (single report) on 57% of the trials (M = .57, SD = .09), and
not report any (null report) on almost 14% of the trials (M = .14, SD = .10). During test
session, which took place four days after last training session and was identical to baseline
session, the overall performance of the participants for the double target condition improved.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 7 (rightward stacked bar), there was a significant increase (M
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= .16, SD = .10) in the incidence of the double reports during the test session (M = .45, SD =
.19) relative to the baseline session (M = .29, SD = .16), t(30) = 9.07, p < .001). Whereas,
there was a significant decrease (M = -.07, SD = .10) in the incidence of the single reports,
t(30) = -3.94, p < .001, and in the incidence of null reports (M = -.08, SD = .07), t(30) = 6.42, p < .001.

Figure 7. Baseline and Test performance in the double target condition. The figure
illustrates the mean ACC of each response type (double, single, and null report), as
assessed during the baseline (leftward stacked bar) and during the test (rightward
stacked bar) sessions. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

Single Report. Moreover, we compared the performance between baseline and test
session for the single report and for the distinct reward biases double target condition. We
selected the trials where one target was presented at a high reward spatial location (Hh) and
one at a low reward spatial location (Lh), leading to four different combinations of reward
assigned spatial locations, namely, 80Hh-20Lh, 80Hh-50Lh, 50Hh-20Lh, and 50Hh-50Lh
pairs. The probability that the single reported target was the one presented at the 80Hh spatial
location in the pair 80Hh-20Lh decreased by 0.025 (a 2.5% decrease) from baseline to test
session, although this decrease was not significant, t(30) = -1.06, p = .30 (Figure 8). We
followed the same approach for the three other reward pairs (80Hh-50Lh, 50Hh-20Lh, and
50Hh-50Lh). We computed the baseline-test difference (∆ probability) in accurately reporting
the target at the locations that were associated with a larger probability of receiving high
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reward. ∆ probability increased only by 0.014 (a 1.4% increase) in correctly reporting the
targets at 80Hh locations in 80Hh-50Lh pairs, from baseline to test session. This increase was
not significant, t(30) = .70, p = .49. ∆ probability remained completely unchanged in correctly
reporting the targets at 50Hh locations in 50Hh-20Lh pairs, t(30) = .04, p = .97.

Figure 8. ∆ probability of correctly reporting one of the two targets (single report) for
the reward-associated spatial combinations (reward pairs). The leftward bar represents
∆ probability of correctly reporting only the target in an 80Hh location in 80Hh-20Lh
pairs during the test session with respect to the baseline session. The other three bars
represent the same ∆ probability for the reward pairs: 80Hh-50Lh, 50Hh-20Lh, and
50Hh-50Lh, respectively. Bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

We also applied the same approach for the 50Hh-50Lh pairs, where the competing
locations were themselves associated with equal probability for a high or a low reward during
training. Paired samples t-test revealed that the probability the single reported target to be the
one displayed at a 50Hh location decreased by 0.026 (a 2.6% decrease) from the baseline to
test session, however this was not significant, t(30) = -1.10, p = .28 (Figure 8).
To supplementary explore the overall effect of reward manipulation we tested RTs for
the single report. The RTs for each participant were calculated as the mean RT within the
range 200-4000ms. We used this high limit for slower responses as the task was unspeeded. A
two-way ANOVA, including the main factors session (baseline vs. test) and reward bias
(20Lh, 50Lh, 50Hh, and 80Hh) revealed a significant decrease of RTs from baseline to test
session (F(1, 30) = 26.73, p < .001, partial η² = .47). There was no evidence that the RT was
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influenced by reward bias in the form of a main effect, F(1, 30) = .67, p = .58, although there
was evidence that the RT was influenced by the reward bias in the form of a session by
reward bias interaction, F(1, 30) = 2.88, p = .04, partial η² = .09. The effect is represented in
Figure 9, showing a tendency for faster RTs for the 80Hh spatial locations and slower RTs for
20Lh spatial locations during the test session, even if, this was not the case for the baseline
session where RTs seemed randomly interacting with the reward-biased spatial locations.

Figure 9. Mean RTs for correctly reporting only one of the two targets (single report)
in the double target condition are reported as a function of reward biases (80Hh, 50Hh,
50Lh, and 20Lh) during the baseline (light gray line) and test (dark gray line) sessions.
Bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

ERP Data
ERPs during Reward-based Training Task. To test for learning effects on ERPs
during the training session, we divided the two training sessions (1600 trials in total) in four
identical trial segments (400 trials each). We selected midline electrodes, as shown in Figure
10, that contain maximum activity of FRN and P3 components (M. X. Cohen, Elger, &
Ranganath, 2007). We ran separate 4 (block: 1 – 4) X 2 (feedback: high reward, low reward)
repeated measures ANOVAs on mean amplitude values for the FRN and P3 components
elicited after feedback presentation at electrodes Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz (Table 1).
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Figure 10. Topographic distributions of the grand average FRN and P3 elicited after
low or high reward presentation. A more frontal topography is attributed to the FRN
wave and a more posterior one to the P3. Lower amplitude values for the FRN denote
a more negative going waveform (thus a larger FRN). Low reward results to a larger
FRN wave, and smaller P3 amplitude. After high reward, a smaller FRN wave and a
larger P3 are elicited. Units are in µV in the adjacent colorbar.

Table 1. Means and standard errors of the FRN and P3 amplitudes (in µV) averaged across
the midline electrodes (Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz) separately for high and low reward magnitude.
Fz
FRN amplitude
High Reward
Low Reward
P3 amplitude
High Reward
Low Reward

FCz

Cz

CPz

M
5.83
4.61

SE
.65
.57

M
7.29
6.05

SE
.69
.62

M
7.56
6.56

SE
.73
.64

M
7.03
6.04

SE
.63
.54

6.69
5.21

.72
.63

8.39
6.80

.87
.77

9.10
7.44

1.00
.86

9.53
7.51

.99
.84

ANOVAs on FRN mean amplitudes revealed highly significant effects of reward level
and blocks in all those four electrodes, which were larger at FCz electrode. For the FRN mean
amplitudes at the FCz electrode, the ANOVA revealed a highly significant effect of reward
level, F(1, 25) = 12.76, p = .001, partial η² = .34, and a highly significant effect of blocks,
F(3, 75) = 53.24, p ˂ .001, partial η² = .68, showing that the FRN was larger (more negative
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going) in response to low reward compared with high reward, and larger (more negative
going) in the last than in the first block (Figure 11), indicating that amplitudes were generally
more negative in the post-learning phase. No significant interaction between the factors
reward and block was found, F(3, 75) = 1.70, p = .18.

Figure 11. Grand-averaged ERPs elicited by feedback presentation at FCz electrode
shown as a function of reward level (high vs. low) (a), and as a function of reward
level and block (four subsequent blocks) (b). Mean amplitudes and standard errors (in
µV) of FRN and P3 components at the FCz electrode are illustrated as a function of
reward level and block (c).
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Repeated measures ANOVAs on P3 amplitudes revealed highly significant effects of
reward level and blocks in all four electrodes, which were larger for CPz electrode, which we
will present here. There was a significant effect of reward level, F(1, 25) = 31.26, p ˂ .001,
partial η² = .56, and blocks, F(3, 75) = 37.39, p ˂ .001, partial η² = .60 for CPz. P3 was larger
after high reward than low reward, and it was lower at the last block than the first block
(Figure 11). Moreover, a significant interaction between reward level and blocks was
observed, F(3, 75) = 3.58, p = .02, partial η² = .13.
ERPs during Baseline and Test Task. Double report. As the ACC of the participants
for the double target condition improved in the test relative to the baseline session, along with
a significant increase of double reports (i.e., trials in which participants reported both targets
correctly), we checked for ERP changes elicited after presentation of the stimulus array from
baseline to test. We ran statistical analyses on a subset of electrodes in centro-parietal and
occipital areas where processing of visual information occurs and grand-averaged waveforms
and topographic plots (Figure 12) showed focus of activity. Repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant difference of the mean amplitudes of N2 and P3 components on CPz
and POz electrodes from baseline to test session. Specifically, at the CPz electrode the N2
mean amplitude decreased (thus more negative going) during test compared to baseline
session, F(1, 22) = 49.11, p ˂ .001, partial η² = .69. The P3 mean amplitude at the same
electrode decreased significantly as well, F(1, 22) = 35.53, p ˂ .001, partial η² = .62 (Figure
13). Similar results were found for POz electrode (for N2: F(1, 22) = 4.33, p = .05, partial η²
= .17; for P3: F(1, 22) = 8.46, p = .008, partial η² = .28).

Figure 12. Topographic distributions of the grand average P3 elicited after stimulus
array presentation for the double report condition during the baseline and test sessions.
Units are in µV in the adjacent colorbar.
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Figure 13. Grand-averaged ERPs elicited by stimulus array presentation at CPz and
POz electrodes for double report are shown separately for baseline (blue waveform)
and test (red waveform) session.

Single Report. To test for ERP changes as an effect of reward from baseline to test
session we measured ERP elicited after stimulus array onset for the specific condition
80Hh20Lh. We ran two-way repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors reward bias (80Hh
vs. 20Lh) and session (baseline vs. test) on the N2 mean amplitudes. The analysis revealed
significant effects of reward bias (F(1, 22) = 6.37, p = .02, partial η² = .23) and session (F(1,
22) = 9.06, p = .006, partial η² = .29) at the CPz electrode. There was no significant
interaction between reward bias and session (F(1, 22) = 1.50, p = .23). The follow-up
comparisons (t-tests) indicated that the mean amplitudes of N2 elicited during test when
reporting the target at the 80Hh spatial location differed significantly from the N2 mean
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amplitudes elicited when reporting the target at the 20Lh spatial location (CPz electrode),
t(22) = -2.23, p = .04. There was not found a statistically significant difference for baseline,
t(22) = -1.20, p = .24.

Figure 14. Grand-averaged ERPs elicited by stimulus array presentation at CPz and Pz
electrodes for the trials in which targets were presented simultaneously one at an 80Hh
and one at a 20Lh spatial location and only one of them was reported. The waveforms
are shown separately for baseline (blue waveform) and test (red waveform) session.
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For the Pz electrode, the ANOVA revealed significant effects of reward bias (F(1, 22)
= 6.97, p = .02, partial η² = .24), whereas there was not an effect of session (F(1, 22) = 3.12, p
= .09), nor an interaction (F(1, 22) = 1.64, p = .21). During the test, the N2 mean amplitude
elicited when reporting the target at the 80Hh spatial location was significant different from
the N2 mean amplitude elicited when reporting the target at the 20Lh spatial location, t(22) =
-2.23, p = .04. This was not the case for the baseline, t(22) = -1.07, p = .29. Figure 14
illustrates these results.
Next, we subtracted the ipsilateral from the contralateral mean amplitude from a group
of electrodes located at parieto-occipital areas (see Methods). We expected to find alterations
in components associated with active selection of target (i.e., N2pc) elicited when reporting
the target at an 80Lh spatial location with respect to 20Lh spatial location during test with
respect to baseline. T-Tests revealed no significant difference between N2pc mean amplitudes
elicited after reporting the target at an 80Hh location compare to a 20Lh location during test,
t(21) = -1.41, p = .17. Similarly, no significant difference was observed during the baseline,
t(21) = -.53, p = .60 (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Grand-average ERPs for the clusters of centro-parietal electrodes giving the
contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms after the target reported has been presented at
80Hh spatial locations (dashed lines) and 20Lh spatial locations (continuous lines)
during baseline (left plot) and test (right plot) sessions.
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Pupil Data
Reward-based Training Task. At each trial the pupil dilated significantly during task
performance compared to a baseline time interval (see Methods). However, repeated measures
ANOVA revealed that this dilation effect decreased over the course of the reward-based
training after stimulus presentation, F(1, 27) = 12.49, p = .001, partial η² = .32. Figure 16
illustrates the time course of pupillary changes from baseline for each of the blocks, for the
first day of training (Figure 16a) and for the second day of training (Figure 16b).

Figure 16. Time course of the percent change in pupil size from baseline. Figure
illustrates the time course for the four blocks of the first day (a) and the four blocks of
the second day (b) of the reward-based training (feedback is presented at 2000 ms).
The colored transparent regions represent the standard error of the mean.
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The same significant decrease of pupil responses was found after the feedback onset
during the subsequent blocks, F(7, 189) = 14.5, p < .001, partial η² = .35. There was only a
trend of reward level effect, F(1, 27) = 3.85, p = .06, and no interaction between reward level
and subsequent blocks was found, F(7, 189) = .84, p = .55. Interestingly, t-Tests showed that
the pupil responses for high and low reward differed significantly only for the first block of
each training session (1st block: t(27) = 2.02, p = .05, 5th block: t(27) = 2.06, p = .05) (Figure
17).

Figure 17. Percent change in pupil size from baseline after the feedback presentation
for each of the eight blocks and for each reward level (high vs. low). Bars indicate the
standard error of mean.
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Correlations
We first looked at correlations between behavioral improvement during training and
behavioral improvement from baseline to test session (see Methods). This revealed that
behavioral improvements during training to some extent is associated with behavioral
improvements from baseline to test, r = .31, p = .03 (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Scatter plot depicting the relationship between behavioral improvements
during training and behavioral improvements from baseline to test. The line shows the
best-fit linear regression.

We then looked at correlations between the behavioral improvements during training
and the individual mean amplitudes of ERPs elicited during training after feedback onset
(FRN and P3). The analysis revealed significant correlations between FRN amplitudes at FCz
electrode and behavioral improvements during training (r = .52, p = .007, Figure 19a, left
plot). Moreover, it was found a significant correlation between P3 amplitudes at Fz electrode
and behavioral improvements during training (r = .51, p = .008, Figure 19b, left plot). We
then looked at correlations between the behavioral improvements from baseline to test and the
individual mean amplitudes of the FRN and P3. The analysis revealed also significant
correlation between FRN amplitudes at FCz electrode and baseline-test behavioral
improvements (r = .56, p = .003, Figure 19a, right plot). P3 amplitudes at Fz electrode was
also found to be correlated with baseline-test behavioral improvements (r = .43, p = .03,
Figure 19b, right plot).
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Figure 19. Scatter plots of the relationship between (a) FRN mean amplitudes at the
FCz electrode and the improvement of performance from early to late phase in the
reward-based training session for each individual (left plot), and the improvement of
performance from baseline to test session (right plot), and (b) P3 mean apmlitudes at
the Fz electrode and its correlation with the same performance improvement for
training (left plot) and improvement from baseline to test (right plot). The lines shows
the best-fit linear regression.

In addition, we calculated the correlation between the two physiological variables
(pupil size changes and P3 mean amplitudes) for correct responses at each of the electrodes
Fz, FCz, and CPz during the reward-based training. The analysis revealed a significant
positive correlation between pupil size and P3 amplitude at electrode Fz (r = 53, p = .007), but
not at the other electrodes. The P3 amplitude turned out to be a valid predictor of 29% of
pupil changes, F(1, 22) = 8.77, p = .007 with a R² = .29 (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Scatter plot depicting the relationship between pupil size changes and the
P3 mean amplitude for correct responses on the electrode Fz during the reward-based
training. The line shows the best-fit linear regression.
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Discussion
The present study examined if monetary rewards associated with locations in space
can alter attentional priority in a non-strategic manner (i.e., during extinction), in the longterm (i.e., four days post-training), and can generalize across specific task contexts.
Furthermore, it aimed to identify neurophysiological correlates of learning during the rewardbased training and to detect alterations in attentional priority observed between the baseline
and test sessions reflected in ERP components. The results showed that although performance
was good and improved substantially for both the training and baseline-test sessions, we could
not replicate that specific reward-based spatial priority effects reported by Chelazzi et al.
(2014). However, the electrophysiological data clearly showed evidence of reward-based
learning, which in turn was correlated with behavioral improvement and attentional effort.
Each of these findings will be discussed in detail below.
Behavioral Measures. Training. During the training session (second and third day),
in order to explore the time course of reward-based learning, the two experimental sessions
were concentrated and divided in eight subsequent blocks, and depending on target location,
trials were subdivided into four reward bias categories (80Hh, 50Hh, 50Lh, 20Lh). The
performance of participants improved a lot during the first day of training, with increased
ACC and decreased RTs, whereas the ACC improved only little during the second day of
training, while RT was kept decreasing. Regarding the effects of reward during training, the
results showed a trend towards faster RTs for correctly reporting the target at the highly
rewarded (80Hh) spatial locations compared to the lower rewarded (50Hh, 50Lh, and 20Lh),
only during the 3rd and 4th blocks of training. In addition, given the latest evidence that reward
processing and reward sensitivity differ between male and female participants (Della Libera,
Calletti, Eštočinová, Chelazzi, & Santandrea, 2016), we looked for gender differences in the
learning effects of reward biases during the training. However, the reward-based learning did
not influence the attentional priority differently across genders.
Baseline-Test. During the baseline session (first day of the experiment) the
performance in the discrimination visual search task served as a baseline representing the
performance of each participant before the reward priming. Interestingly, for the single target
condition the results showed that the correct discrimination of a single target varied across the
eight spatial locations with performance being better for most lateralized locations compared
with locations closer to the vertical midline. These findings reflect the perceptual anisotropy
across the visual field which has been reported by previous studies (Carrasco, Talgar, &
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Cameron, 2001; Sakaguchi, 2003). In addition, we found that participants were better at
discrimination and report of the digits compared to the letters.
When participants performed the discrimination task a second time (test session), 4
days after training, their overall accuracy for target(s) discrimination was improved a lot, with
a large increase in double report incidences, and a decrease in single report and null report
incidences in the double target condition. Performance increased also in the single target
condition, where only one target was presented in the stimulus array, showed a general
improvement from baseline to test session, reflecting the overall effect of learning in
performance. However, this improvement was not influenced by the reward biases assigned to
spatial locations during the reward-based training. These results were anticipated as the strong
bottom-up salience conveyed by the relevant single target in the array can be sufficient to
resolve competition against the irrelevant distractors.
However, our main focus was on the double target condition where the two targets
presented at locations previously associated with different reward biases competed for
attentional resources. The critical trials were ones in which two targets were presented and
participants were able to identify only one of them. Chelazzi et al. (2014) provided evidence
that participants had an increased propensity to prioritize the target presented on the high
reward bias location. Contrary to this prediction, in our study, the ACC of target
discrimination was not affected by the location-reward associations during the training.
Specifically, the probability of correctly reporting the target presented at an 80Hh spatial
location in the trials where the two targets were presented, one at an 80Hh and one at a 20Lh
spatial location, did not change significantly from baseline to test session.
We additionally tested RTs for single report trials to check whether the effects of
reward manipulation could be observed. We found that there was only a trend towards faster
RTs at reporting the target presented at a previously highly-rewarded location (80Hh)
compared to RTs for reporting the target at the lower-reward locations. There was no
systematic effect of reward bias on RTs during baseline session. However, we should be
cautious in interpreting this result, as the task used was not a reaction time one.
To sum up, the behavioral measures showed similar patterns with the behavioral
results of the original study (Chelazzi et al., 2014). Specifically, participants’ performance
improved a lot during reward-based training (increased ACC and decreased RTs) and from
baseline to test session (increased ACC of the double report). What’s more, in our study
participants were faster and more accurate (leading to a high ACC of 92%) during training
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and showed better performance in the baseline and test discrimination task, leading to a
higher incidence of double reports. Moreover, participants showed a similar awareness of
received rewards, although somewhat lower in our study and a similar lack of awareness of
the specific reward-based spatial biases when they were queried. Nevertheless, in our study
the reward-based training was not able to produce long-lasting alterations (biases) in the
behavioral salience of specific locations in space. One potentially important factor for this
might be the number of trials for the 80Hh20Hh condition as we ended up with very few
single report trials for a strong statistical effect to be shown. Another possible explanation for
the luck of replication might be duo to an ineffective reward manipulation. To further explore
whether and how the reward was someway effective, we looked at the physiological indices
of reward-based learning emerging from our pupillometry and EEG data.
Neurophysiology of Spatial Priority. Spatial priority maps are topographically
organized maps of the external visual world, which emerge from combined priority signals
initiating in different parts of the brain, which in turn represent behavioral salience of
locations (or objects) and guide attention (Klink et al., 2014). Primary visual cortex and
subcortical structures like the superior colliculus might be responsible for the stimulus-driven
priority signals (Itti & Koch, 2001), whereas the top-down, instruction-based and reward
computations are more likely initiated in regions like anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal
cortex (Kennerley, Behrens, & Wallis, 2011). The memory traces of the learned reward-based
biases might be provided by evolutionary older structures in the midbrain, like the
hippocampus, amygdala, and striatum (Hutchinson & Turk-Browne, 2012; Pennartz, Ito,
Verschure, Battaglia, & Robbins, 2011). From the interaction among the different priority
signals might emerge a distributed priority network which guides attention depending on
value-based prioritization (Krauzlis, Bollimunta, Arcizet, & Wang, 2014).
Accordingly, the reward effects that we wanted to examine do not reflect alterations in
the stimulus-driven priority, or in top-down, instruction-based priority, since the same stimuli,
task and instructions were used before and after training. The reward effects described here
might be established through a reward-based reinforcement learning mechanism in the
midbrain which, by using reward as a teaching signal, alters the internal priority map resulting
in a value-adjusted overall spatial priority map. As the reinforcement learning (RL) theory
makes available the exploration of the neural mechanisms which enable reward-based
learning and decision making (Dayan & Balleine, 2002), we first investigated if event-related
potentials (ERPs) following feedback presentation would be elicited during the reward-based
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training task and how they would be changed in the time course of reward-learning. We
expected the reinforcement learning signals to guide dynamic changes in behavior.
Neurophysiological Indices of Reward-based Learning (Training).
Pupil Measures. As expected, the pupil diameter decreased over the course of the
reward-based training, indicating a decrease in “mental effort” or in the allocation of
attentional resources, as learning occurred. However, the alterations in the pupil responses
reflecting the effect of reward magnitude were seen only during the first block of trials both
during the first and the second day of training.
Electrophysiological measures. Electrophysiological measures during the execution
of the reward-based training confirm that there was a feedback-related negativity (FRN)
elicited after the reward-feedback onset. We observed modifications in the FRN mean
amplitude, but also in the P3 component that follows feedback. The results regarding the FRN
showed that the component was larger (more negative going) following low reward than high
reward. This observation is in accordance with most of the ERP studies investigating the role
of the FRN component on feedback-guided learning and outcome processing (Hajcak, Moser,
Holroyd, & Simons, 2006; Sailer et al., 2010; San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012).
The FRN amplitude was also found to be generally more negative along the subsequent
blocks as learning occurred. Consistent with this finding, larger FRN amplitudes have been
found in the post-learning period of one experiment, but not in the pre-learning period and/or
in participants who did not learn the task (Bellebaum & Daum, 2008). Interestingly, in other
studies the FRN only changed in participants who exhibit behavioral learning (Krigolson,
Pierce, Holroyd, & Tanaka, 2009; Sailer et al., 2010).
The FRN has been hypothesized to be linked to reward-based learning and the neural
system that generates it to influence behavior. In terms of the neural generator of the FRN,
ERP studies usually suggest a single source in the medial frontal cortex, most likely in the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Holroyd and Coles (2002) hypothesized that ACC activity
reflects the activity of midbrain dopaminergic neurons, which process outcomes to optimize
choice behavior in terms of maximizing positive performance outcomes. Moreover, the ACC
seems to be in a prime position to transform motivational and cognitive inputs into actions.
This is mainly because the ACC is thought to receive inputs from the limbic system and
cortical structures, including the prefrontal cortex and the motor cortex (Paus & sbreve,
2001), and in turn, project to motor structures including the basal ganglia, and the primate and
supplementary motor areas (Van Hoesen, Morecraft, & Vogt, 1993).
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A further aim was to elucidate the role of P3 that follows the FRN waveform in
reward-related processing. In the context of outcome processing, it has been proposed that P3
amplitude reflects reward magnitude independent of valence during reward-related processing
(Sato et al., 2005; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004). The results of the present study are in line with
previous findings showing more positive P3 responses to large magnitude outcomes than
small magnitude outcomes (Gu et al., 2011; Toyomaki & Murohashi, 2005; Wu & Zhou,
2009; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004). Furthermore, P3 amplitude was found to gradually decrease in
the time course of the reward-based training. Previous study has linked the decrease of P3
amplitude with increases in performance that occurred during reward-related learning (Sailer
et al., 2010). They found that the P3 was more sensitive to learning that the FRN, as P3 was
able to predict the percentage of correct responses and the subjects’ successful application of
the learning rule. In our case the P3 amplitude decreased following increased ACC and
decreased RTs as a result of learning in the time course of reward-based training.
Regarding the neural substrates of P3 in tasks involving reward-guided learning and
outcome evaluation, the LC-P3 hypothesis relates P3 with the involvement of the LC-NE
system during learning (San Martín, 2012). Recent evidence from animal, genetic, and
pharmacological studies have suggested that the P3 may represent a cortical
electrophysiological correlate of the phasic LC response (Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones, et al.,
2005; Nieuwenhuis, De Geus, & Aston‐Jones, 2011). The phasic activity of the LC-NE
system and the P3 responses are thought to be sensitive to the same aspects of stimuli
processing, including motivational significance, probability of occurrence and attention
allocation. Moreover, the phasic LC-NE activity is extensively suggested to be a generic
signal indicating the need to attend to the environment and learn from it by, for example,
reward probability (Bouret & Sara, 2004). In addition, the tonic activity of LC-NE system is
hypothesized to induce exploration of different environments and potentially rewarding
opportunities (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, &
Aston-Jones, 1999).
In general what the reward-related ERPs could tell us is that during the training
session the neurophysiological indices of reward sensitivity and reward-based reinforcement
learning were stable or even increased. However, several studies have indicated that this type
of learning is an automatic phenomenon (Anderson, 2015), potentially making awareness and
motivation less relevant.
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Neurophysiological Measures and Rate of Learning. Correlation analysis showed
that the behavioral improvement for each participant during training to some extent is
associated with behavioral improvement from baseline to test. We further investigated how
feedback-related ERPs correlate with the enhanced behavioral efficiency during the training
task. Correlation analysis revealed that the FRN amplitude was smaller (more positive going)
for individuals who showed enhanced behavioral improvement during training and, therefore
were better learners. As the FRN is known to also be sensitive to the motivational significant
of an outcome (Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993), this small FRN amplitude
might reflect that reward-feedback might have lost its motivational significant for the high
learners duo to the specific task employed.
In addition, correlation analysis for P3 showed that P3 mean amplitude after feedback
correlates with the rate of learning during training and the rate of improvement from baseline
to test session. The P3 was larger for individuals who showed enhanced behavioral
improvement during training and improved more from baseline to test session. This is in line
with arguments that a large P3 at the time of outcome processing predicts a large behavioral
adjustment (Yeung & Sanfey, 2004).
Additionally, we examined the relationship of the two candidate psychophysiological
markers of LC-NE activity: the P3 component and the pupil diameter following the feedback
presentation during the reward-based learning. We found that the P3 mean amplitude and the
pupil dilation responses correlated positively during the performance of the training task.
Both pupil responses and P3 have been suggested to reflect phasic activity in the LC-NE
system (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011). The LC is thought to regulate behavior such as when the
phasic LC activity to task-relevant stimuli is high the individual is focused on the task and
shows good performance (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, & Cohen,
1999). Their correlation in our study raises the hypothesis that P3 and pupil dilation response
might reflect the same neurocognitive functions driven by the LC-NE activity. However,
other studies have found no correlation between the amplitude of P3 and the pupil response
(Kamp & Donchin, 2015; Murphy, Robertson, Balsters, & O'connell, 2011).
Neurophysiological Indices of Altered Attentional Priority (Baseline –Test).
Regarding the ERP responses in baseline and test discrimination visual search task, we first
examined the P3 amplitude elicited after the stimulus array for the double reports. This was
the condition which indicated the overall improvement occurred from baseline to test. The P3
amplitude seen most prominent in central and parietal areas in our study was decreased in the
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test session compared to baseline session. P3 response is known to reflect the subjective
probability and effort devoted to a task (Isreal et al., 1980) and attention (Ray Johnson, 1993).
Isreal et al. (1980) showed that P3 amplitude was larger when subjects devote more effort to a
task, leading to the proposal that P3 can be used as a measure of resource allocation. All of
these parameters are affected by learning and the associated increasing automatisation of a
task. Therefore, the decrease in P3 mean amplitude from baseline to test session in our study
can be explained by a reduction in effort and/or in attention devoted to the task the second
time of performing. This finding is in accordance with approaches that propose that learning
leads to economy of effort and more efficient processing (Saling & Phillips, 2007).
We analyzed ERPs elicited over the occipital and parietal cortex after the onset of
discrimination visual search array to delineate changes in selectional processing during the
test with respect to baseline session for the single report. We focused on electrophysiological
markers of target selection, namely the N2 and the N2pc components, to explore the effect of
previous learned space-reward associations on the visual selection of target at the rewardbiased locations. The electrophysiological measures during the test showed that the N2 mean
amplitude elicited after reporting the target at a 20Lh spatial location was larger (more
negative going) than the N2 amplitude elicited after reporting the target at an 80Hh location at
the pair 80Hh20Lh. Interestingly, the N2 component has been proposed to be elicited where
there is conflict between competing response alternatives and increased difficulty, with
conflict in making the correct response leading to a larger N2 (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008;
Gehring et al., 1992). We can hypothesized that there was a larger N2 elicited after reporting
the target at a 20Lh spatial location because the competitive target striving for attention was
the one at an 80Hh spatial location, thus the conflict was greater. However, this was not the
case when the reported target was the one at an 80Hh location. Another possible explanation
could be that attentional orienting to the target on the search array was deployed with
relatively less effort for high-rewarded locations (80Hh) indexing to a smaller N2. Hence,
target at the locations that were previously primed with higher reward might be needed
relatively little effort to be detected.
The previous studies on N2pc have proposed that the presence of a target in a
previously highly rewarded usually lateralized spatial location usually elicit an N2pc
component, although there is no consensus how this is achieved regarding the reward effect.
We did not find any statistically significant effects for the N2pc component in our study. The
main reason may be the very few trials in the specific condition (80Hh20Lh) present in this
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paradigm. In some cases, for one subject we could have as little as 4-15 trials in that
condition. We tried to overcome this issue by creating clusters of five electrodes for the
contralateral and ipsilateral to the reported target position. However this was not enough. One
other reason could be that the N2pc needs lateralized targets in order to be elicited (Sawaki &
Luck, 2013). In our study, even though we did not have targets located on the vertical
meridian, half of the locations were very close to it. Another possibility could be that in some
trials, Pd, a positive wave reflecting attentional suppression of the distractors could have
prevailed, and this is more prominent when targets appear on the vertical meridian (Sawaki &
Luck, 2013).
In general what the ERP data could tell us is the time frame of reward processing in
attentional visual selection. We found ERP components that showed statistically significant
changes in their mean amplitudes only for components after 200 milliseconds. This could give
some indication that temporal processing of visual spatial attention especially concerning
reward and spatial priority maps, occurs mainly in later processing stages.

Limitations and Future Directions
A series of factors might have contributed to the lack of replication of the reward
specific effects that the original study initially reported. In our study, when queried after the
completion of training, participants did not express any intuition or suspicion regarding the
actual schedule of reward delivery, although, they were suspicious that the value of the
received reward was arbitrary, and had nothing to do with their performance on the current
trial. Moreover, when participants were asked to report the amount of reward earned in the
current trial, they were moderately aware (mean ACC was 77%) of the reward feedback they
received. One explanation could be that the reward manipulation did not work well. However,
we saw distinct feedback-related ERP components elicited during after feedback presentation
and we were able to differentiate these components after a low or a high reward feedback.
In addition, as the participants in our study showed increased double report accuracy
in the test, the number of one report trials decreased. As a result, only few trials were to be
used in the specific condition of interest 80Hh versus 20Lh, which was the condition in which
a maximal difference in priority between the two target locations should follow the
imbalanced delivery of rewards during the training session.
Another explanation could be that this paradigm is possibly very sensitive to
individual differences (e.g., personality traits) in reward sensitivity or in the consequences of
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reward processing for attentional learning as it was shown in a recent study by the same group
using the same paradigm (Della Libera et al., 2016).
Last, it could be that these effects are just not long-lasting. In any case, the original
suggestion that this paradigm can be used to induce persistent reward biases in spatial priority
should be studied possible with some modifications of the original paradigm for a better
evaluation of the phenomenon. Namely, the reduction of trials during the training paradigm,
as we saw that there was not a lot learning happening the second day of the training. The
increase of the trials for the double target condition would lead to better evaluation of the
main comparison 80Hh vs. 20Lh, as it would increase the number of single report trials for
each reward pair. For the same purpose, it seems optimal to remove the single target condition
trials and use only double target condition trials.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our results revealed good overall performance in both the training and
the baseline-test experiments and large improvement during training and from baseline to test.
Moreover, we found clear-cut neurophysiological evidence of reward-based learning during
the training, as robust feedback-related ERP components were elicited after reward-feedback
and were clearly differentiated when processing high or low reward. Therefore, processing of
reward magnitude did occur during training and strong correlations between
neurophysiological indices of reward-based learning and behavioral improvement and
attention effort were found. However, we were not able to support with our behavioral
measures the notion of long-lasting reward-based alterations in the behavioral salience of
specific spatial locations. Interestingly, the electrophysiological results of the baseline-test
comparison may indicate that there were indeed priority changes induced by the reward bias
manipulation, but this could not be unambiguously verified, mainly due to insufficient
statistical power. On the other hand, space is a sort of primordial medium for perception,
attentional deployment, and action planning/execution that could be somewhat resistant to
learning effects and plastic changes, in order to provide stability.
This study complements the growing literature in attention and reward-based learning
by including ERPs and pupil measurements that might be time-sensitive indexes of brain
attentional processing. Investigating in detail the effects of reward-based changes in the
deployment of attention might contribute in the better design of cognitive treatment and
rehabilitation protocols for attentional and addiction disorders in children and adults.
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